Arrows indicate that the target is climbing ↑ or descending ↓ at a rate of at least 500 fpm.

Relative altitude is displayed in the proximity of the aircraft symbol in hundreds of feet. A ""+" preceding the relative altitude indicates the target is above you, and a "-" indicates it is below you.

**Displayed Aircraft Symbols (Examples)**

- **Unfilled white diamond.** Non-threatening traffic without altitude reporting. If altitude reporting, the altitude data will be displayed.

- **Solid white diamond.** Proximity traffic 700 feet above. Non-threatening, altitude reporting traffic within 1200 feet vertically and 6 nm horizontally. Aircraft without altitude reporting will be assumed to be co-altitude and will be displayed as a solid diamond when within 6 nm even though they may not be within 1200 feet vertically.

- **Solid yellow circle.** "TA", 300 feet below, descending. At least 500 FPM.

- **Solid red square.** "RA", level at your altitude.

- **Ownership.** Airplane symbol in white just below the center of CRT. On a dedicated display or when in the TFC Mode on a combination TCAS/RADAR Display.

(Compass Arc) This arc is a repeater of the Captains compass. (Not required for a TCAS II Display).

(Range Rings) 3nm - Small ring with ticks at clock positions 5 NM - Large ring made of dots.